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Jyun-Chao Wang 

CEO, Carrefour Corporation 

136  Daye Rd. 

Beitou Dist. 

TPE 112, Taiwan R.O.C 

 

Dear Mr. Wang: 

We are the students from Wenzao Ursuline University of Languages. It is the 

honor that our team has the opportunity to survey the use of electricity and those 

unsold food in Carrefour. We think that Carrefour has already equipped with 

outstanding management model, but there might be some methods which can make 

Carrefour more eco-friendly. The two main points that we want to discuss with you. 

One is the waste of the expiring unsold food which includes bad appearance products 

and expiring food. The other one is the energy waste of using open-style refrigerator. 

Due to Carrefour is a hypermarket, it tends to purchase a large number of 

wholesale products at one time. Yet, it would cause a large amount of unsold expiring 



food and they will be thrown away at the end. Moreover, the clerks are ruled to throw 

away bad appearance or bad packaged food when they are putting them on the shelves. 

As for the energy part, Carrefour uses a lot of open-style refrigerators which cause 

more consumption of electricity in order to maintain the low temperature.   

 For the problem of food waste, the solutions are as follows. First, we can set 

up a discount area to sell the bad appearance or bad packaged food at every 

Carrefour’s branches. Not only can costumers spend fewer money, but also can 

Carrefour reduce the food waste. Second, we can distribute expiring goods to 

volunteer associations. There are still a lot of people who need assistance because 

they could not afford the price of food, and the volunteer associations know how to 

give away expiring goods effectively. Therefore, if Carrefour could donate expiring 

food directly to help the poor, it would be a thing which kill two birds with one stone. 

Third, the best solution to the food waste is investigating customers’ preferences 

regionally. Once Carrefour could import goods based on the investigation, the number 

of expiring goods would be decreased obviously. In order to cut down the unnecessary 

waste, controlling the number of good is inevitable. 

To solve the waste of electricity at the fresh food area, we came up some 

solutions to our minds. First, we suggest that setting up a smaller food refrigerating 

room. In the room, it only places fresh foods that need cold storage, such as dairy 



products, drinks, fruits and so on. Fresh food needs to be placed under cold 

environment, the temperature in the room usually in a low state in order to maintain 

the food’s qualities. This will use up great amount of electricity. Thus, set up a 

specialized room can deal with the problem. Then the next part is island display 

freezers which are used for putting frozen food. Due to the design of island display 

freezer which not equipped with door, and it needs more electricity to maintain the 

low temperature. Therefore, the best solution is to add doors on all the island display 

freezers to reduce the use of electricity. The costs we estimated are as follow. 

Price list 

Build walls to make a room NT$60,000 

Each air conditioner in the room (to maintain the temperature) Above NT$50,000 

Each door (to add on island display freezers) NT$1,200 

Total: 

The price list is according to http://m.1688.com/offer_search/-B4F3D0CDB1F9BFE2.html, 

https://tw.answers.yahoo.com/question/index?qid=20091221000010KK00996, and 

https://tw.answers.yahoo.com/question/index?qid=20090226000016KK04664. 

Although the methods we have suggested above might cost some expenses, 

however they will improve the long-term economic benefits of Carrefour. Carrefour 

will become an enterprise which not only dedicates to conserving energy and food but 

also is willing to help the underprivileged people. These changes may highly increase 

the brand preference to the public. Moreover, Carrefour could even attract more 

talents because of its good image. 

http://m.1688.com/offer_search/-B4F3D0CDB1F9BFE2.html
https://tw.answers.yahoo.com/question/index?qid=20091221000010KK00996
https://tw.answers.yahoo.com/question/index?qid=20090226000016KK04664


All above are our proposals. If you agree with us, please make some time for us 

so that we can discuss all problems. We have strong senses of responsibility to energy 

conservation. Conservation is one way to make sure enough energy in the future. We 

believe that if you fully support our proposals, this will make Carrefour the most 

eco-friendly enterprise. 
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